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Focus on the learning domain within organizations, value-chains and customers. 

Continuous following of the users with a great variety of contexts. 

Adaptation and context-awareness management

Main Issues
Pervasive learning scenario model that 
takes into account:

Integration of formal and informal learning at the 
workplace. 

Seamless learning across different contexts

Integration of mobile devices with broader educational 
scenarios.

Dynamic adaptation based on models of learners 
(knowledge, know-how) and contexts. 

-Need to 
integrate learning 
and working activities
-Support continuous 
professional learning 
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elsewhere
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get support or 

help?

1What 
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the selling 
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when the 
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changes?4What and 
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during working 
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Learning requirements at the workplace

Approach and result

Context-aware and adaptive scenario model 
supporting situated pervasive learning at 
the workplace.

Developing a system prototype based on 
semantic web (ontologies)  and service 
oriented architecture (SOA). 

Work-integrated learning scenarios based 
on a hierarchical task model
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Pervasive learning system component view
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Relevant content 
(resources, services, activities)

Context-aware and adaptive content generation 

Task

Legend:
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Sale assistance in situation

M13

Context descriptor:
-Role = {Salesman}
-Location = {Shop}

S.3_T.1
Preparing for the sale

S.3_T.2
Finalizing the sale
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Context descriptor: (a seller with  
customers)
-Role = {Salesman}
-CollaboratorRole = {Customer}
-DeviceType ={PTA, Smartphone}
-NetworkType = {Wifi, Bluetooth}
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Context descriptor: (a seller without 
customer)

-Role = {Salesman}
-DeviceType = {PTA, Smartphone}

-NetworkType = {Wifi, Bluetooth, GMS}
Location = {Shelve}}

S.3_T.1.3
Identify the 

client
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S.3_T.1.4
Search and 

deliver 
information of 

products to the 
client
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S.3_T.1.1
Verify the 

information 
about the 
labeling of 
products

S.3_T.1.5
Get help 

form 
colleagues or 

experts
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{SEQ(S.3_T.1, S.3_T.2)}

{SEQ(S.3_T.1.3, PAR(S.3_T.1.4, S.3_T.1.2, S.3_T.1.6, 
OPT(S.3_T.1.5)))}

Method

{PAR(S.3_T.1.1, S.3_T.1.2)}

S.3_T.1.2
Revise the 
knowledge 
of products 
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S.3_T.1.6
Consult to 

FAQ
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Supervisor


